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Relations 

or single sheet, all your program resources, including 
your student volunteers, their pre-assignment training, 
and your campus resources. 

• 

Of course, a list of resources implies the absence of 
others, and this information can also be useful to an 
agency. The director of a day care center came in 
recently and said, ·Tve taken 13 of your students, but I 
need a way of duplicating notices and training mate
rials for them. Can you help?" Such simple things loom 
large in day-to-day agency operations. 

Prepare for an agency contact by doing preliminary 
research on the agency and its programs. It helps if you 
know the agency's structure, mission, and activities
at least well enough to ask intelligent questions. Fa
miliarity with legislative or administrative provisions 
governing a public agency (or the board and corporate 
structure of a private one) can make volunteer assign
ments easier for all concerned. In dealing with govern
mental agencies, knowledge of this sort can keep you 
from getting an automatic "no" because you asked the 
wrong question of the wrong person in the wrong way. 
Bureaucracies are full of "no sayers," but they are 
also populated with positive public servants. Research
ing an agency in advance can result in your reaching 
quickly those administrators who can help you. 

In addition to preliminary research. it is important 
to be prepared administratively before contacting an 
agency. Prepare in advance your answers to questions 
about administrative relationships between the student 
volunteer, the agency, and your program. Who will 
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make the final selection'? Who will notify the student? 
What reports will be needed? What n:cords must be 
kept'? Appropriate forms, instructions, and information 
on procedures should be prepared in advance. 

If possible, the student volunteer himself should be 
ir1volved in approaching an agency. In ~omc programs 
the student volunteer has the chief responsibility for 
finding his own placement. with support from the 
campus volunteer office in the form of literature and 
counseling. In many cases, agency identification and 
contact occur before a specific student volunteer has 
been identified, but as a general rule a volunteer should 
become involved in his prospective assignment as early 
as possible. 

The sum of these observations on preparation for 
approaching an agency is that an agency representative 
will apppreciate and respond better to your approach if 
it is obvious that you have done your homework. Time 
has been saved. The agency's first impression of the 
student volunteer program is one of competence. A solid 
basis for building effective relationships has been 
established. 

Initial Contacts 
Being well prepared does not mean going to an 

agency with a complete plan of what you think it should 
do. Knowing in advance your program and resources 
and something about the agency. you are now ready to 
listen effectively as well as to inform. On first contact, 
enough time will be needed for more than superficial 
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communication. In discussing the agency's :-.tructurc, 
programs, and problems, a good listener can pick up 
important clues to potential assignments for student 
volunteers. One is not likely to find an agency that feels 
overstaffed or a professional pt:rson who doesn't have 
a list uf unmet needs. A gold mine of possible projects 
can often be discovered among the-;e unmet needs. 

A\loid Misunderstandings 

Unless you take care to listen well and creative!}, 
time will be lost or misunderstandings will arist:. Unless 
you make deliberate dforts. it gcnerally takes three 
cnn1acts to begin 10 commt1nicatc. At first contact 
peopk lend to jumr to <.:onclusions and respond to the 
image Lhey have qur.:kly funned about what the other 
is saying. At a -.,ecrn:d mt:eting, the differences between 
these innial 1mpres>1u,1-., and what was really meant 
come tu light :.iml it takt:s a third session to start hear
ing what is really hcing said. If }OU listen cardully, 
question creatively, and make :-.ure that your responses 
are genuinely rcsponsivc, you will be on your way to a 
good agency relationship. 

Many agencies have a nei.:d for student volunteers to 
fill "positions." Manning a ~talion in a bloodmobile, 
answering a phont: for a consumer agency, or playing 
with <.:hildren in a day care center arc examples of po-.,i
tions where a specific operation is carried out h} a 
student volunteer. Oftt:n a problem-solving approach, 
where the volunteer is given a task defined by objective 
or need, may be coupled with a specific st:rvice-learning 
position. ldentif..ving agency needs (for both filling 
positions and sol\ing problems) and then relating these 
needs to your manpower resources is a basic task of 
fostering agency relationships. 

As nev. needs which might be served by student vol
unteers are identified, the) should be organized into 
general descriptions. The description at this point 
needs to be enough lo give a possible assignment form 
and direction, hut should not be very detailed. Knowl
edge of the volunteers, program resources, and time 
limits is important. 

It helps to have a simple form on which to record 
potential assignments. The position should be described 
by a general title and include basic information on 
location, names and addresses, and telephone numbers. 
Three simple questions can serve to develop a prelimi
nary outline for an agency assignment. 

I. How does the general need or goal of the assign
ment relate to the purposes of the agency? 

2. What are the specific objectives (outcomes) of the 
assignment"? 

3. What are the first steps in its accomplishment'? 
With this kind of preliminary statement. a student 

volunteer, agency representative, and program co
ordinator can move toward getting an agency relation
ship and a particular student volunteer assignment off 
to a good start. 
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As you discuss goals and purposes of vour student 
volunteer program, the agency, and spe,cific assign
ments, you will be making assumptions about rnlues. It 
is helpful, exciting, and most often appreciated when 
these values arc discussed rather than just assumed. 
\,Jost agenq personnel who participate in student vol
unteer programs share with the volunteers and their 
coordinator a commitment to service. a sense nf dut\ a 
feeling of brotherhood, and ideals of intcgrit\ :1~d 
human worth. ' " 

Too often these sentiments are expres~ed onh: in the 
rhetoric of speeches and publicity. Thcv tend to be 
pushed aside in day-to-day routines by th.e abo impor
tant matters of efficiency, economv. skill, and account
ability. Agency personnel arc as ca.ger as student volun
teers and program directors to find kindred sririts who 
share values and commitments \\hich underlie their 
motivations. Keeping shared value.1 alive adds mean
ing to assignments and enriches agency relationships 

During initial contacts with an agenc,·, the role-. and 
objectives of the varil)US parties coiict:;ned need tu he 
reviewed in a general way. The material uri !he '>tudcnt 
volunteer program should he highlighted in crinversa" 
lion about the program and the agency\, prospe<.:tivc 
relationship with it. The fact that program. ag,.;"C.:_\, and 
student volunteer ohjective:-. are somewhat diff(:1·cn1, ur 
at least vary in emphasis, is imrurtant tu div:us'>. Van·
ing objectives should k expected, acknowb!p:ed. a1;d 
respected. The) arc u.'>uall;, not incompatible .rnd in 
fa<.:t lend vitality and realism to a program. l.ike\\ise 
the roles of student volunteer. agency supervisor, and 
program director are different and should be under
stood, at least generally, from the time of first contact. 

[stablish Procedures 
Assuming that a general understanding: has bn:n 

reached that an agency is interested in cooperating with 
your student volunteer program and potential assign
ments are feasible, the final step of the initi:.il cont:1ct 
is to arrange the next meeting:. Both agency and rro
gram considerations are involved in establi:-.hing pro
cedures. Who \viii serve as the primary contact person? 
What written confirmation of relationships and records 
is needed'? Is further approval needed from the person
nel within the agency? 

Getting and giving accurate and complete informa
tion on names, titles, addresses, telephone numbers, and 
schedule~ will :-iavc time later on. Also. a calendar is 
important. If at all possible, dates for the next meeting 
or other follow-up action should be set. In general the 
initiative for next steps should he assumed h_\" rhe repre
sentative of the student volunteer program. A budding 
relationship can die very quickly if the agency finds thal 
it has been asked to take responsibility for another set 
of initiatives. 

In summary, the initial contact with an agency should 
attempt to establish a relationship of mutual under-
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standing of missions and resources. pos,;ible assign
ments, value assumptions, roles and objectives, and 
follow-up procedures. This require-; advance prepara
tion. Set aside time to give your undivided attention to 
these matters because they will he the basi~ of future 
re!ation-;hips. 

Establishing Relationships 
The most critical point in establishing and maintain

ing effective agency relationships is the need for clarity 
of expectations. Kno\.\-ing \.\-hat i:-. expected is essential 
in knowing how to respond and in evaluating responses. 
This is true of agency personnel. student volunteers, and 
program directors. 

As suggested above, the objectives and motivations 
of the various parties will likely be different, and ten
sions can develop if these difft:rences art: not under
stood. The agency is apt to be primarily concerned \.1/ith 
accomplishing a task or perhaps looking over a future 
emplo)et:. Student volunteers want to learn, as well as 
to express themselves in service. They are apt to ask 
questions which may seem to agency personnel im
pertinent or annoying if learning objectives are not 
appreciated. 

While understanding the objectives and roles of 
others is important, it is also important fur each part) 
to execute his or her assigned role. Sometimes agency 
supervisors. in deference to learning objectives, are lax 
in performance requirements, with the excuse that the 
volunteer is "just a student." Likev.ise a program coun
selor whose primary role is to help a student volunteer 
interpret a service experience may overplay the super
visory role by giving directions rather than making 
observations. 

Clarify about scheduling and administrarion is also 
essential. An effective agency relationship rests on the 
confidence that each party knO\.,s what commitments 
he has made and the degree to which he can be counted 
on to meet them. After a schedule and administrative 
responsibilities have been established, any changes 
must be cleared with all parties. Effective internal com
munications within an agency should not be assumed. 
If more than one agency person is involved, as is often 
the case, schedules, arrangements, and changes should 
be coordinated with all. It is particularly important 
to keep the agency head or primary contact person up
towdate on progress and changes, even though your day
to-day work may be with another person. 

Placement, another important function of establish
ing a relationship, involves more than placing a volun
teer in an assignment. Ideally, placement means match
ing the "right" person with the ·•right" situation. A 
professional personnel approach should be used to 
analyze both the student volunteer's qualifications and 
the position. The tools of job analysis can identify 
duties, levels of supervision, working conditions, skills 
and experience needed. and other technical aspects of 
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a placement. Professional personnel techniques, such 
as interview, reference, and n:\·iew of application. can 
help program director and agency repre-.entative select 
a qualified student voluntetr. Personnel techniques ..:an 
also help to \vork out a procedure fur supervision. 

This process of revit.:w of person and of position can 
also be of value to the student volunteer as he partici
pates in an assessment of his abi!itie,, interests, and 
potentials in relation to specific tasks to be done. 1\gen

cies appreciate a professional personnel approach Lo 
placement and take student volunteers more seriously 
if their program director a:-.:-.urncs the initiative. 

In establishing agency relationships, questions about 
legal responsibility, financial dem:.rnds, and adminis
trative relationships, arc often the must difficult. Thest": 
will range from who is !iable for an injury to a student 
volunteer to who must apprmc ne\.\S relea:-.es regarding 
a volunteer's activity. Herc again the more prufes:-.ional 
the :-.tudent volunteer program director is. the greater 
the respect agency personnel \,ill have ror the program. 

These questions and answer-, will depend on many 
individual facton. and each agency n:btion~hip shuuld 
be examined individually in light or these matters. If 
transportation is involved, who carries the in~urancc'! 
Can a student volunteer commit his hn-.,t ~1gerKy b~ 
acting as ih agent'. 1 Should an agency that u:-.cs a num
ber of student volunteers rerurt this fact to Lht:ir liabil
ity insurer? 

Identifying Administrative Questions 
Lawyers. insurance agents, personnel officers. and 

other professionals in cooperating agencie-; can often 
be helpful in identifying the questions. Student volun
teers can help research these questions. /\s c,perience 
builds, the basic questions and answers become kno\.\n, 
and only exceptions and variations caused hy unusual 
circumstances will need research and decision. 

These ma:tlers become important if an incident occurs 
and no agreement had been reached in advanct. For ex
ample, a student volunteer from one institution was as
signed by an agency to a program of another in:-.titution 
supported by contract with the second agency. The stu
dent fell and injured his back. Who was liable'! In this 
particular case, one of the agencies assumed resplJnsi
bility without answering these questions. but immedi
ate steps were taken to establish policies and proce
dures to govern future incidents. 

Some of the questions raised are answered by paper 
instruments such as contracts. agreements, forms, pub
lished policies and procedures, reports. and records. 
While many student volunteer arrangements are in
formal, most continuing agency relationships involve 
an exchange and maintenance of written records. A 
simple exchange of letters may be sufficient to record 
the basic conditions of cooperation agreed upon be
tween a student volunteer program and an agency. 
Larger programs may involve formal contracts. Legal 
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phrasing need not be used for most agreements. but 
clarity about basic responsibilities and procedures is 
important. In general it is well to have even a letter 
agreement signed by both parties, with copies retained 
by each, so that if questions should arise later the docu
ment can serve as a reference point. If attachments of 
printed policies and procedures of either party (the 
agency or the student volunteer program) are included 
as part of an agreement, it is well to refer to them in 
the agreement itself. 

A reporting system is a useful too! in agency-program 
relationships. Deciding what information is significant. 
how it will be collected and reported, and when repurt
ing should be shared between agency staff and student 
volunteer program directors is a preliminary task. A re
porting system tailored to each agency is preferable lo 
a standardized system, but in any case set up a report
ing timetable that is mutually acceptable to all parties 
concerned. 

In the establishment of good relationships with an 
agency, the student volunteer himself can play a signifi
cant role. The definition of roles, placement, legal. fi
nancial and administrative questions, contracts. and 
reports all relate to the individual volunteer. His in
volvement in these matters can help him and help the 
relationships necessary to the volunteer program. Ir a 
number of volunteers are involved, a group meeting 
with agency personnel is useful. The more each volun
teer knows of the relationships between the program 
and the agency, the better he will represent one to the 
other. He is surely the person with the greatest stake 
in those relationships. 

Orientation 
Another important task in establishing good agency 

relationships is the development of an orientation that 
will serve the program and the agency equally well. 
Every student volunteer program is eager to give its 
volunteers an orientation. An agency also wants a stu
dent volunteer to know something about programs and 
policies. In addition the student volunteer must be 
oriented to the specifics of his assignment. 

A joint effort at planning orientation is called for, 
although too seldom done. If the volunteer can be in
volved in the development of his assignment and the 
administrative issues between program and agency, his 
orientation will be well along. The earlier and greater 
the involvement of the student volunteer, the better. 

If a student volunteer cannot be involved in advance. 
it is well to divide orientation to the agency and assign
ment into two steps. Volunteers new to an assignment 
need basic information such as where and when to 
report, office procedures, and other immediate con
cerns. Orientation to general goals. purposes, and 
agency history is apt to be more effective if it comes 
after the immediate questions have been answered and 
the volunteer is somewhat settled in his placement. 
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General orientation, most often seen as the first thing 
on the agenda, may be more effective if part:-. of it are 
deliberately delayed. In any case, it is important to 
work out a plan for orientation as a joint activity \~ ith 
an agency. 

Cultil'ating Relationships 
Once established, an agency rclationshir, needs to be 

cultivated. Basic to su:-.taining a good relationship is 
student .volunteer perj(y,nance. No rnatter v.hat tech
niques are ust:d to establish and maintain cooperation 
with an agency, the relationship will lose meaning un
less the volunteers produce positive results with reason
able consistency. Accordingly, primary attention is 
needed to those policies and services which bear most 
directly on volunteer performance. The volunteer need:. 
to be aware or the importance uf his performance in 
relation not only to his assignment but to the continuity 
of the entire program. Success in new volunteer assign
ments with an agency is especially vital. Thercfort:. it 
is best to start with well developed assignmenh and 
mature volunteers, leaving higher risk situation:-. tor 
the future. 

Many agency assignments are worthy of publicitl' 
Agencies, as v.ell as student volunteer programs. l'Jn 
benefit from public knov.hdge and understanding of 
their activities and can thereby spread their impact to 
a larger population. In addition, ret:ognition of agenc_\
volunteer projects by elected officials. agency directlHS, 
and other leaders can strengthen the volunteer effort 
and the agency commitment. A procedure for publicity 
and information !low should be worked out with an 
agency to assure coordination, accuracy, and effective
ness of reporting. Some program:. use a regular new:,, 
format for releases sent to a student's home town news
paper and another format for releases sent to news
papers in the area of assignment. Including agency in
formation and names can be very helpful in strengthen
ing cooperation. 

Established relationships tend to he taken for 
granted. This can be true in marriages, in friendships. 
in organizations, and in volunteer program-agenc} 
relations. If the relationship is remembered only \\-hen 
a need arises or a problem occurs, it will not be as vital 
or productive or able to survive difficulties as one v.hich 
has been maintained more positively. 

The importance of "visiting·· has been stressed b) 
some leaders in public administration. It also applies 
to agency relations. Taking time to visit by phone or in 
person without an agenda can lead to much stronger 
relationships and can uncover concerns before they 
become problems. Visiting also increases the enjoyment 
of both agency and student volunteer program person
nel and is worth doing for itself. Publicity and visiting 
are management techniques that serve to strengthen 
the interpersonal relationships upon which student 
volunteer programs fail. survive, or nourish. D 
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